The mission of the Office of Strategic Enterprises (OSE) is to bring Mines' educational and intellectual resources to the world and enable professionals, corporate entities, and universities from around the globe to interact with Mines. The goal is a distinctive “anywhere, anytime” approach to learning in a fast-paced, changing world. Initiatives include executive and corporate training, non-degree courses, and summer intensives. Professionals needing continuing education can find short-term and part-time offerings, targeted training, off-campus programs and certificate courses. OSE also reaches out to prospective universities on different continents to initiate partnerships that could benefit from Mines' academic capabilities in resource or energy development. Advancing Mines' global mission in other countries, OSE increases opportunities for international researchers to study at Mines, and for Mines researchers to work at international facilities. The Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education (SPACE) reports to OSE and administers most of the programmatic offerings. For further information about OSE, visit inside.mines.edu/Educational_Outreach.